November 2015 Newsletter
Looking Ahead
First up on the calendar is our Annual
General Meeting on Tuesday,
November 3rd, 7pm at the library. A
healthy executive is necessary to keep
the club humming along, so please
consider letting your name stand.
If you have interest in helping to keep
our website or Facebook page updated,
creating content for newsletters, lining
up future presenters for our weekly
meetings or the fall workshop…well,
let’s just say we’re ready for you.

The 2015/2016 Calendar may be downloaded here.
A special mid-month Celebration of
Nature selection meeting will take
place at the Canada Games on
November 8 starting at 6pm.

All members are encouraged to
submit up to TWO photographs which
contain no traces of man (buildings,
roads, fences, domesticated plants or
animals, etc…).
Format is JPEG in the sRGB
colorspace.
Pictures should be sized to
maximum of 1050px high and

1400px wide.
Pictures must be titled.
Categories are Birds; Mammals;
General

The assignment theme for November
is “Neglect”. As much as Facebook
or Instagram would have us believe
we live in a bright and shiny world,
the truth is many things around us do
not receive the necessary care.
Where do you see examples of this?
In your house, on your property, or on
public lands? In animals, plants, or
inanimate objects?
Photos will be presented on
Wednesday November 18 at CGC.
*No dogs were neglected during
the creation of this newsletter.
Click here for submission specifications.
Click here for upcoming assignments.

Reflects
October was a busy month for the club, starting off with the Sherman Hines
workshop on the 2, 3, 4. The theme of the workshop was “Expand Your
Vision”, and that certainly came to be during the Sunday practical exercises
where we were challenged to identify numbers, letters, patterns and textures in
our everyday surroundings. I am forever looking for a 2 or 5...
After a full weekend, a bit of R&R was required. In what I’m hoping will become
a staple of the club, members met at Epic Pizza for a bit of socializing (and a
bit of rock ’n’ roll); the pints were cold and the pizza was hot! I hope you were
able to make it out!

Finally, our photo assignment “The Colour…”, where each photographer was to
choose a single color and shoot multiple images around that theme. A sample
may be seen below, but make sure you check our Facebook
page and website for much more!

“The Colour…"

"It's not what you look at that matters, it's what you see."
Henry David Thoreau

Exposure
This section is under development, but the intention is to capture something a
little more in-depth. Perhaps some technical tips to consider during capture, or
post processing tips in Lightroom/Photoshop. For now, I’ll simply do a referal to
a cool article on DIY Photography, “How Color Grading Your Photos Can
Manipulate Viewers’ Emotions."

Want to know more about the Whitehorse Photo Club?
http://www.whitehorsephotoclub.ca or on Facebook
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